
Pegasus Wing Duo Modification (for Home Users)

The Pegasus Wing keyboard (both V1 and V2) require a modificaiton to circuit board ‘PK5b’ in order 
for the Pegasus Wing to accept the new Lower Manual, Pedal Board and Swell Pedal. 

What skills do I need? 

You will need to have experience in using a soldering iron, a steady hand and good vision. Please also 
follow the health and safety instructions included with your soldering equipment. It is important to 
follow health and safety precautions at all times to minimise the chances of any accident.  

Getting started

Place your Pegasus Wing on it’s keyboard stand. Remove the Power cord. Also remove any connections currently connected 
to the Pedal and Swell input connections. 

On the bottom, you’ll see a series on long screws at the rear of the keyboard on both left and right sides. Unscrew these. 

The top panel of the Pegasus Wing will nowopen (upwards) to reveal the electricals inside. 

The board that needs to be modified is easy to locate. On the rear wall of the Pegasus Wing, there is a small oblong board 
labelled ‘PK5b’. 

Unscrew the two screws holding this board in place. (Also, on the external wall of the Pegasus Wing, unscrew any external 
‘1/4” jack’ covers:

The board has two small connections (grey wiring and red connectors) connecting it to other parts of the Pegasus Wing. 
Carefully remove these (taking care to remember the correct way in which they are connected. We recommend taking a 
photo on your phone or other portable device. 

On the other side of the board, you’ll see that there is a small resistor. This resistor must be carefully removed. 

You’ll then need to bridge the same points with a piece of electrical wire. No solder must touch any other track on the 
board or any other point other than these two connections where the resistor was formerly in place. 

Once you have completed this, install the board back into the Pegasus Wing and correctly connect the board back to it’s 
internal cable connections (grey and red cables). Re-screw on the external parts. 

Re-connect your external connections for Lower Manual, Pedals, Swell and Audio Jacks etc. 

Re-connect the Power cord, power up the Pegasus Wing. The operation is complete. You may hear the board ‘click’ through 
it’s relay process while it recongises the new Lower Manual and Pedals simitaneously for Organ like operation. 


